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Abstract
The Core Plan Representation (CPR) [Pease and
Carrico, 1996] is an effort to develop a plan
representation which supports the representation
needs of many different planning systems. It is
being developed for the DARPA Joint Task
Force Advanced Technology Demonstration
(JTF ATD) [Hayes-Roth, 1995], [Hayes-Roth 
Erman, 1994], [Carrico, 1996]. The goal of this
effort is to leverage common functionality and
facilitate the reuse and sharing of information
between a variety of planning and control
systems. The CPR embodies a standard which is
general enough to cover a spectrum of domains
from planning and process management to
workflow and activity models. In addition, the
representation can support complex, hierarchical
plan structures. The prime motivation for the
CPR effort is to address plan interchange
requirements of several military planning
systems, but this effort goes beyond military
planning and presents a more general plan
representation.

Background

The design of the CPR is an attempt to unify the major
concepts and advancements in plan and process
representation into one comprehensive model. This
section first provides some motivation for the CPR effort.
Next, a significant design consideration is explained.
References are then given for research efforts which had
particular influence in the design process.

Motivation

There are two significant payoffs to the CPR effort. The
first is that creation of a base plan representation will
facilitate information interchange among different
planning systems. Imagine a generic military planning
situation. A crisis develops and a joint task force is
formed. The leadership and staff use a planning

application to develop guidance for their subordinate
commands. This guidance includes background on the
situation, objectives which must be met to contain the
crisis, constraints on the actions of the task force and high
level specification of the schedule of operation. This
information is passed to individual commands which have
specific requirements and methods of planning. A
standard plan framework enables improved information
transfer to these specialized planning applications.
Continuing to follow this generic and hypothetical
example, the commander of the air component of the task
force and his staff will use their superiors’ objectives to
develop more detailed objectives, lists of targets which
support those objectives, and then repeatedly create a
schedule of aircraft sorties to destroy those targets. Pilots
flying those sorties could benefit from performing
simulated runs. A core plan representation enables
information from the plan to be transferred to simulation
entities possibly allowing a single pilot to fly along side
computer generated forces simulating the other pilots in
his flight. While information transfers of this sort will
rarely be complete, and will often require further
augmentation and elaboration for the new application, the
CPR will reduce the amount of manual rekeying and
reformulation of existing data.

The second payoff is in the creation of common services
based on the CPR. There are two broad areas of services
with immediate utility. The first area is visualization.
Manufacturing, business planning and construction
management all share several basic forms of visualizing
plan information. The CPR enables creation of these
common views which will dramatically reduce
implementation time for specific systems. Well designed
common viewers can then be specialized for particular
planning applications instead of written from scratch. The
second area is scheduling. Many important advances have
occurred in the operations research and artificial
intelligence communities which allow software systems to
provide significant aid in complex scheduling problems. A
complete scheduling system can rarely be build on generic
techniques alone, but the CPR enables the creation of
generic scheduling tools which eliminate the need to build
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these tools from scratch each time a new scheduling
domain is targeted.

A Design Objective

The CPR attempts to model the "basic level" [Rosch,
1976] of plan representation for the given domain of
planning needs. The basic psychological level is a simple
yet elegant concept. In an ontology of several levels
describing a given domain, there is one level at which
humans associate the largest amount of information. For
example,

SUPERORDINATEANIMAL FURNITURE
BASIC DOG CHAIR
SUBORDINATE RETRIEVER ROCKER

Table I : Example from [Rosch, 1976]

There are several attributes of the basic level. One is that
this is the level at which terms are used in neutral
contexts. For example [again after Rosch] There is a dog
on the porch as opposed to There’s a mammal on the
porch or There’s a wire-haired terrier on the porch. The
latter two sentences are unusual and require further
explanation.

For plan information, simply specifying objects Entity
and Relationship is not enough. Nor would defining Plan
as an object without attributes be sufficient. On the other
hand, specifying the Plan as having weatherForcecast
attribute, or defining a NonshareableResourceConstraint
would be too specific. Few plans require this sort of
information. The CPR specifies plan information at the
lowest level common to all planning systems of interest.

It should be noted that the basic level is specific to the
domain being covered. If the context of interest is air
campaign planning then a weather forecast object is useful
and the CPR must be specialized for that context The CPR
may be specialized to cover more restricted domains in
greater detail. The basic level of plan information for air
campaign planning will container a much richer set of
information than is common to planning in general.

The basic level provides an initial guide for the
inclusion of concepts in the CPR. It should be noted that
all basic level objects need not be included nor must all
objects meet the basic level criterion. Practicality and
relevance are important and may outweigh the basic level
criterion.

Prior research
This work has been influenced by many other efforts, a
review of which is outside the scope of this document.
The interested reader is referred to [Tate et al, 1990],
[Allen et al, 1990], and [Zweben and Fox, 1994].

However, several efforts in particular have influenced
the CPR. The Knowledge Representation Source
Language (KRSL) plan representation bears many
similarities to CPR. Several individuals who developed
the KRSL plan representation have contributed
significantly to the CPR design. The goals of the two
efforts are slightly different however. While KRSL is
working on developing an ontology of plans and activities,
CPR is striving for an object oriented software design
developed with a strong ontological awareness. It should
be noted that KRSL like CPR is also an ongoing effort
although it began much earlier. I-N-OVA [Tate, 1996] is
another ongoing effort which bears some similarity to
CPR due to the significant contribution of Austin Tate to
the CPR effort. Another important related effort is the
Process Interchange Format [Lee, 1996]

Building the CPR

To develop an appreciation for the CPR design, some of
the component objects will first be presented. The plan
representation will be constructed step by step in order to
capture the design motivations, considerations, and open
design issues. Finally, all the components will be brought
together to form the complete CPR. Readers who are only
interested in the finished design may skip this section.

Foundation Concepts

The first step is to identify the minimal concepts necessary
to represent any plan. This draws on the work of the
Knowledge Representation Source Language, the DARPA
Plan Ontology Construction Group, and O-Plan [Tate et
al, 1996]. The initial concepts are Action, Actor,
Objective, and Resource. An Action is performed by an
Actor. The motivation behind performing the Action is to
accomplish some Objective. In performing the Action, the
Actor may utilize a Resource. An Actor in one Action
could be a Resource in another.

The minimal set is shown in figure 1. This is the set of
core concepts from which the CPR will be constructed.
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Figure 1 - Basic Concepts

From Concepts to Design
The basic design can be created from the above concepts.
A Plan consists of one or more Actions performed in
pursuit of some Objective. As noted above, Actors may
use Resources in the performance an Action. Actor and
Resources are not directly elements of the Plan, but rather
of the Action itself.

Plans require specifications of time and space.
TimePoint represents some association of the Action with
time. Though a number of TimePoints may provide
information about an Action, every Action has at least a
beginning and end, though either may be infinite or
periodic. SpatialPoint may represent an exact location, or
a vague area. It may ground the objects both in absolute
and relative terms. SpatialPoints are also associated with
Actions. Every Action takes place in some space whether
the space is real or virtual.

Constraints need to be added our initial set of classes.
Constraints are restrictions on other elements of the plan.
For example, we might need to specify that one Action
must take place in a certain proximity to another Action,
or that the end TimePoint of one Action occurs before the
begin TimePoint of another. Constraint has no single
place in the CPR where it would be most appropriate. As
such, it is left as an object which can be contained in any
object of the plan.

It is clear that from this basic framework that a host of
other required elements could be identified and added.
Because the CPR was meant to be a general purpose,
flexible representation, an extremely complex or
constraining design is inappropriate. To that end, elements
are carefully considered for both relevance and generality
before being added.

Due to aggregate nature of plans, it is appropriate to
allow a Plan to be associated with another Plan, where
one would be the parent plan and the other a sub-plan. A
similar argument may be made for both Objectives and
Actions, representing sub-objectives and sub-actions
respectively.

During execution of the Plan, Objectives are reviewed
in order to gauge the effectiveness of the Plan and identify
when the Plan is complete. This review is performed
against a set of evaluation criteria relevant to the

Objective. The entity EvaluationCriterion is added to
Objective. The entity EvaluationCriterion is added to
address this need.

This design at this point is shown in Figure 2.

Key: ~ Plan

A hasA B (~ Action l/Objective

.v,!.,on
Actor l/Resourc@ l/TlmePolnt ~C~rlon

Constraints may be contained in any of the above objects

Oonstmlnt

Figure 2 - CPR framework

Completing the Design

This section continues explaining the design by adding in
attributes to the classes. Attributes which are plural may
be understood as containing a list of objects.

First, Plan needs to be completed. It already contains
subPlans, actions, and objectives. Plan must have a set of
metadata describing the merits of one plan relative to
others. This is contained in the attribute evaluation. It
must be noted that this is different than an
EvaluationCriterion. An evaluation of a Plan is an
assessment of how well constructed it is, or how
applicable it is to the current situation. An
EvaluationCriterion specifies how a planner may assess
whether a given Objective has been met in the current
state of the world.

It is also valuable to allow metadata about the status of
plan creation. For this purpose, the issues attribute is
added. Finally, alternative plans, if available, should be
accessible from the current plan. To support this, the
attribute alternative is defined as a list of pointers to
Plans.

Action may now be elaborated. We have already
identified the subActions, actors, resources, and begin
and end attributes. DomainObjects are defined to
represent entities referred to in an Action which are not
the Actor or a Resource. For example, the recipient of a
mail message would be recorded as an instance of
DomainObject.

Plans must be able to represent incomplete information
about the world. The classes Uncertainty and Imprecision
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represent two kinds of incomplete information.
Uncertainty captures the degree of confidence in
information [Feller, 1957]. Imprecision captures the
degree to which an exact value cannot be specified
[Zadeh, 1978]. Uncertainty and Imprecision are both
required but different plans may have very different
requirements for handling them. Both objects are currently
left undefined.

It is clear that most plan objects require a name. Any
class in the Plan may also have an associated Uncertainty
or Imprecision. In addition, it is valuable to be able to add
Annotations to any element of the plan. As mentioned
above, Constraints may also apply to any plan object. For
this reason, the common superclass of PlanObject is
created containing these attributes.

Actors may have objectives of their own and so a
reference to the plan objectives is added and called
objectives. Since the Actor may not be a single person, but
represent an aggregate of some kind, the attribute
subActors is added.

DomainObject is intended to contain information about
an entity which is referred to in the description of an
Action which is not an Actor or a Resource. For example,
the recipient of an email message would be a
DomainObject and the sender would be an Actor. This
object is helpful in creating a correspondence with the
design of PIF [Lee, 1996].

An Agent is an object which allows a correspondence
among Actors, Resources, and DomainObjects when those
objects describe different roles which are filled by the
same real world entity.

Objective contains type, subObjectives, and
evaluationCriteria. Value is added to hold the actual
objective element. Objective also references the list of
Actions in the Plan which are meant to satisfy it.

In order to complete Constraint, additional fields are
added to hold the terms of the constraint expression and
any subordinate constraints. These are represented by the
attributes of term and subConstraint.

An Annotation is designed to hold any type of
unstructured data, paragraphs of text, pictures, video etc.
It exists to hold any information which supports
understanding or maintenance of the plan but it not strictly
part of the plan itself. Annotations consist of a name and
the body of the annotation which is left unspecified. In
addition, the annotations could be constructed
hierarchically to form linked documentation, and thus a
list of subAnnotations is required.

Finally, some additional components were identified,
but require additional consideration. These classes capture
Annotations which are more structured than the free text

or image that Annotation can handle. Each defines a
specialization which is still very generic. The first is Fact,
which is a basic data component having a name and a list
of terms. Another is a Frame, which consists of a set of
attribute-value pairs given as the attribute slotList. Also
defined is Rule, consisting of a precondition and
postcondition. It is designed to hold the kind of
information which might be contained in an expert system
rule. Lastly we have Assumption which is designed to
record information which gives the information which
supports the creation of a given instance of a PlanObject.

The complete design

The CPR design addresses the level of highest possible
value, utility and commonality for information interchange
and the development of common services. Many details
must be left unspecified because committing to a specific
design detail would prevent common description between
different planning applications.

In most design efforts decisions and tradeoffs are made
and not recorded. Subsequent design efforts do not have
the advantage of reusing or being influenced by the
designs which were not chosen as well as the positive
products of a design. Each new design must largely start
from scratch. The CPR effort has taken the opposite
approach. Whenever reasonable choices are encountered,
they are recorded (see [Pease and Carrico, 1996]).
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Figure 3 : The CPR Design

Conclusion

This proposal has provided references to planning
research and suggested the need for a common, unified
representation of a plan. Basic plan concepts were offered,
concepts were assembled into a design framework and
then refined.

Comments, concerns, or deficiencies should be
submitted to Adam Pease at apease@teknowledge.com.
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